
Hi I’m Lou.

I design strategies,  
services, and experiences.

I am critical, creative and analytical all bundled up to-
gether. I’m passionate about understanding people, and 
designing what’s meaningful to them. And I have seven 
years professional experience, backed by two masters 
degrees at top design universities. 
 
This is my work.
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Case Study

Purpose-driven  
Wealth Management
We worked with a multinational bank to make financial services  
meaningful for China and Hong Kong’s millennials.

Discipline  Innovation and Service Design

Year  2015

Team  Julian Cheng, Sorina Catunya, Agi Cheung, Nick Wang, and 
Flame Wang

Client  Multinational bank and Ignite Innovation Initiative at Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University2    Louise Schenk | me@louiseschenk.com



Can wealth management be dis-
rupted through improved service? 
A multinational bank challenged 
us to develop service innovations 
to help them react to the digital 
transformation.
Our team—a group of recent graduates—devel-
oped and wove together diverse insights to innovate 
the heart of the company. We proposed a new com-
pany culture and multiple possible ways that culture 
would look in practice.

Photo: Maria Morri
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Millennials want more  
meaning out of their invest-

ments than just money.

There’s a clash of cultures  
between millennials and banking. 
We framed our work around re-
solving this conflict.
We quickly identified millennials as an important 
target audience. Not only are they a growing cus-
tomer group, their culture explicitly clashes with the 
current wealth management offering. Further, their 
digital tools and lifestyle have yet to be embraced in 
the industry.

Millennials are digital natives. They are spoiled with 
information and share their lives openly online. 
They have a strong sense of purpose. And they trust 
in people and businesses that are authentic and 
unscripted.

Wealth management is scripted and careful. The 
service culture is rooted in the long-standing 
institutional standards. Its products are abstract and 
opaque. And the industry values formality, privacy 
and security.

Our challenge was to reconcile these two groups 
differences with innovations that could be imple-
mented 3-5 years in the future.

Ignite Innovation Insights Sharing

Ignite Innovation Insights Sharing

Ignite Innovation Insights Sharing

Millennials are always  
open to learning.

This is how  
millennials trust.

What if clients and advisors 
gave each other public online 

reviews?

What if a smiley face were 
enough to approve an invest-

ment?

What if clients shared their  
investment activities on 

WeChat?

What if clients could join up 
with their peers to invest to-

gether?

Could the bank help clients 
grow their wealth by expanding 

their minds?

What if the bank were a school?

What if a client’s advisor were 
also their life coach?

What if investing in DJI was a 
ticket to preview its newest 

drones?

What if investing were the new 
philanthropy?

Value maps
The value map represents the values an perspectives of multiple  
stakeholders surrounding a specific topic or phenomenon.

Insights

Insights

Insights

Insights

Needs

Needs

Needs

Needs

Technology

Technology

Technology

Technology

Trends

Trends

Trends

Trends

Personal relationships
Bank, Millennials, Technology, Trends

Trust
Bank, Millennials, Technology, Trends

Security
Bank, Millennials, Technology, Trends

Risk and investments
Bank, Millennials, Technology, Trends

Millennials

Bank

Millennials

Millennials

Millennials

Big data is allowing more 
sophisticated and detailed 

client profiling

Amazon knows what you 
want to buy before you 

buy it

Google knows what you 
want to know when 

you type in a couple of 
keywords

2008 Financial Crisis 
the Bernie Madoff 

scheme

Hong Kongers are 
known to have  

culturally-high risk 
tolerance

Risk tolerance for specific 
investments can also stem 
from a client’s worldview

More detailed client 
preference and behavior 
profiling be used in tools 
that aid client investment 

decisions

Abstract investments 
has made abstract risk 
tolerance assessments 

necessary

What would happen if 
people were investing 

in businesses they new, 
or causes they cared in? 
What would be their risk 

tolerance?

Feeling of security A safe place for their 
money to be

Support knowing  
what to invest in

I couldn’t 
come out and 

say what my risk 
tolerance is.

I am a Bank client because 
I need their help knowing 

how to invest

I know it’s risky, but I really 
believe in the company.

Risk is a necessary 
evil of wealth 
management

No-one wants to 
lose all their money.

I’d just like for it to 
stay there, and 

slowly grow.

I wouldn’t say I’m always 
conservative, 

I know when to 
take a leap.

I care so much about what 
they’re doing, that I’m 

willing to risk it.

Risk tolerance is based 
on a multitude of factors, 

and clients aren’t ever 
fully self-aware of their 

tolerance

Clients should be steered 
away from emotional 

investing

Clients’ risk tolerance class 
is the best way to assess 
whether an investment is 

right for them

Risk is a necessary 
part of wealth 
management

Warning clients about the 
risk of their investment 

ensures that they’ll be sat-
isfied with the outcome

Clients have a good idea of 
their risk tolerance before 

walking into our office

Clients fall into  
different, defined risk 

tolerance classes

Be able to make clients 
happy, even when there’s 

a possibility that their 
money is lost

Ensure the clients under-
stand their 

investments

Security wrappers around 
mobile applications

Fingerprint login to 
devices

Ability to remotely 
clear a device if it is 
lost (and connected 

to the internet)

Online banking allows 
clients to remotely see 

their account

Security measures 
are a barrier to the 

smooth delivery of service.

Putting effort into 
strengthening (and simpli-
fying) securty at the bank 
level will improve client 

satisfaction

Simplifying online  
security measures (login) 

will improva adoption 
rates of  

digital tools

Advisors need to attend 
client meetings without 
thorough client informa-

tion on hand

Security measured block 
the smooth flow of every 

transaction I make

SecurityAbsolute
Security

Carefully protect the 
client’s money and infor-

mation
Convenience

Of course I want my ac-
count to be secure, that’s 

the baseline.

Some of the security mea-
sure are so extreme that 
I can’t even get through 

them.

If I can log on and see 
account information 

remotely, why can’t a CA 
do that?

I don’t log on to 
online banking 

because I can never 
remember how it 

works

Everyone puts 
everything about 

themselves freely in 
the internet

Credit card fraud and 
identity fraud are the 
norm, and we expect 

companies to deal 
with it

Leaked information 
scandals, but nothing 

relating to banking

The bank does not use  
cell phones for official 
client communication

Taking information out of 
the building is putting it in 

danger

Security comes before 
client experience

Can’t take personal infor-
mation to client meetings

Client advisors are con-
stantly on-the-go

Meeting in person
is the only way to 
really know and 
assess someone

Personal relationships are 
the center of a good client 

experience at Bank

The ideal outcome 
of a client 

relationship is 
attending a personal family 

event

Every client 
needs personalized atten-

tion from a 
dedicated client advisor

I want my money to be 
somewhere safe, I’m not 
too worried about who I 

talk to

Digital tools cannot foster 
the close 

relationships central 
to our work

Advisors have a close 
relationship with only 5-10 

of their 40 clients

Meeting in person 
is the best way to under-

stand a person’s goals and 
priorities and tailor a plan 

for them

Person-to-person 
meetings are a key way to 

foster trust

I use digital tools to 
manage all my personal re-
lationships from facebook 

to whatsapp

Facebook , whatsapp, in-
stagram, snapchat, skype, 

facetime, text message 
are all legitimate forms of 

communication

Using digital tools means 
you can connect more 
frequently and casually 

than you might in person 
or over the phone

Algorithms can learn 
about who a person is an 
predict their behavior and 

needs

Can’t you just google 
my name and see my 

company to verify that the 
money is legit?

I don’t really need my 
advisor to be a part of 

my family, they have a job 
to do.

A more casual style and 
relationship with the client 

would better match the 
millenial way of living.

In-person meetings 
could be even shorter, 

or non-existent for many 
clients

It’s possible to build trust, 
and ensure clients that 
their advisor is aligned 

with their interests 
through digital means.

Build more multi-faceted 
relationships with clients 

through multi-channel 
communication

Time and effort  
efficiency

Ensured of the 
advisor’s competency

Feeling of being 
understood and

 taken care of

Insight into the 
client’s tacit 

needs/perspectives

Security about the client’s 
identity

Convey trust

Effective and secure
communication

I need to know the 
advisor is working in my 

best interest

Person-to-person 
meetings are only 
one part of how I 

connect with people

The ideal outcome of 
my relationship with 

my wealth manager is 
well-managed wealth

Meeting in person is a 
hassle, I prefer to save my 
time for the people I care 

about

I don’t need to meet 
someone in person for 

them to read a brochure 
to me

Long-distance rela-
tionships supported 

by tech
Online life-coaching

Pop-up customer 
service chat on on-

line shopping

Clients trust our long lega-
cy, and Swiss reputation

A formal, professional 
environment 

engenders trust

We only use approved 
brand materials in client 
presentations to ensure 

consistency and trust

Winning clients
trust is critical to

building a long-term rela-
tionship with them

Personal meetings engen-
der client trust

Trust is at the center of 
a successful client rela-

tionship

Airbnb uses digital rating 
systems and a high insur-
ance policy to engender 

trust

Algorithms are seen as 
predictable and trust-
worthy (not erratic)

Most online companies 
use reviews and ratings to 

build trust
Transparency

The suits can feel too 
formal and stiff

I trust my advisor because 
she quickly responds to 
my needs, and listens to 

what I say

The way millenials 
build trust is different
from the institutional

structures of bank

Should bank match its 
style and values to the 
casual style of clients?

Bernie Madoff

We’re more likely to
trust those similar

to us in some 
dimensions.

Rethinking Trust, 
HBR

Humans are geared 
toward trust

Rethinking Trust, 
HBR

Inconsistencies un-
dermine trust

The Enemies of 
 Trust, HBR

“Trust entails risk”
Rethinking Trust, 

HBR

Employees ignore 
obvious risks be-
cause they falsely 

assume that some-
one else will notice/

take care of it.
Deepwater horizon

“How tolerant peo-
ple are of risk has a 
big impact on their 
willingness to trust”

The Decision to 
Trust, HBR

Confidence is linked 
to being trusting
The Decision to 

Trust, HBR

Millenials trust in commu-
nities and crowds

Millenials don’t trust insti-
tutions and facades

Gain trust
in order to maintain

client loyalty

Trust that the
bank understands their 
needs and is catering to 

them

Doing what you
say you will do

engenders trust
The Decision to 

Trust, HBR

People are more 
trusting when the 
other has aligned 

interests
The Decision to 

Trust, HBR

Find a way to directly  
align advisor interests 
with the success of a 

client’s portfolio

Bank

BankBank

Value maps

Problem framing
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Client Lifecycle Journey
Displays the main steps and touchpoints involved in a client’s interaction with the bank

Client need
develops

Billboards & 
posters

First client 
advisor meet-
ing

Second client 
advisor meet-
ing

Departure 
questionnaire

Deliver  
paperworkDigital ads

Sponsorships 
(Art Basel, 
Monocle)

Official  
website

Wealth man-
agement 
brochures

Friend  
referral

Bank Event

Discover the 
bank

Open  
account Assess goals Make  

investmentsGet advice
Check  
progress of 
investments

Wealth suc-
cession

Close ac-
count

Tax  
planning

Other bank- 
enabled 
services

Refer an ac-
quaintance 
to the bank

Establish 
trust fund

Attend bank 
events

Plan major 
purchase

Learn &  
explore oth-
er banks

Learn more 
about bank

Reassess 
goals yearly

Pre-relationship

Touchpoints

During ongoing relationship Post relationship

in any order

repeatedly throughout lifecycle

Personal CA 
meetings Mobile apps Bank events

Meeting with 
CA and ex-
perts

Mobile phone 
notifications

Partnerships 
with hotels 
and other 
vendors

Family-wide 
meetings

Casual  
messages on 
social media 
apps

Casual meet-
ing with CA 
(as a friend)

Internet 
banking

Video  
conference

Personal 
phone calls 
with CA

Emails  
with CA

Customer lifecycle with touchpoints

What would wealth management 
look like if a millennial invented it? 
We inspected and documented 
the status quo to turn industry 
practices on their head.
We began our work with a thorough review of the 
industry and the customer experience. In building 
the standard products—empathy maps, competi-
tive analysis, service blueprints, personas and stake-
holder maps—we were able to unearth how the 
industry works, and identify industry beliefs that 
have been held so long, they have become fallacies.

Service blueprint—First client advisor meeting
A service blueprint outlines the different layers of activities that go into the delivery of a service. They can be used to describe existing and new services. This blueprint dis-
plays the client experience as it is, with insights into where it can be optimized.

How well can clients articulate 
their risk appetite?

How could we help them?

Do clients always clearly know 
what they need and want from 

their wealth?

Can bank help them articulate and 
define their needs?

Do clients feel understood or 
scrutinized?

How can this process make them 
feel comfortable?

Bank’s carefully orchestrated  
in-office experience can only be 
offered at an inconvenience to 

the client.

Do clients  
understand the 

questions?

Could they be 
more human?

Generic sales 
tools, although 
consistent, feel 

impersonal.

Client advisor toolkitMarketing Internal perspective Tech tool  
development

Tech security stan-
dards

Get referral
Introduced to client advisor by 

close acquaintance

Greet 
client

Show them to meeting room

Small talk
Listen

Assess client’s needs
Assess the “validity” of client’s wealth

Assess client’s risk profile and investment interests

Make appointment 
with potential client

Greet Visitor
Greet client, show them to the 

waiting room, inform client 
advisor

IFC lobby Bank lobby and per-
sonell Bank meeting room Drink, cups and dish-

es

Explore  
options

Investigate the websites of 
multiple banks, and meet with 

other advisors

Make appointment 
with client advisor

Travel
To IFC

Enter IFC
Find entrance, register with 

security, take elevators

Register Visitor
Give badge

Take Order

Fulfill order
Collect drinks,  
prepare coffee

Deliver order

Arrive 
Greet receptionist and wait

Greet client advisor
Go to meeting room

Order drink Small talk Receive drink
Introduce self

Introduce demographic, family 
and personal profile

Explain needs
Explain goals and needs from 

wealth management

Explain investment 
style

Explain risk appetite and invest-
ment history

Explain bank
Talk about bank’s unique capa-

bilities

Give details about 
offering

Make first suggestions about 
how to fulfill client needs

Next Steps
Explain what will  
happen next to  

complete transaction

Listen

Listen
Form an opinion about the bank, and whether or not to use it

Listen
Plan how to complete next 

steps

Decide
Whether or not to invest? How 
much? Preferred asset alloca-

tion?

End Meeting
Leave IFC and  

return to office

Client

Wait staff

Leave desk
Pack material and head to wait-

ing area

Prepare meeting ma-
terials

Print and gather

Research potential 
client

Print and gather

Make reservation for 
client

Security staff Receptionist  Client advisor

Reservation system Research systems Bank materials and 
standards system Kitchen

Bank website Competitor’s mar-
keting materials Financial newsAdvertising and mar-

keting materials Risk appetite form
Wealth  

management  
brochures

iPad with bank appsPrinted  
slide deck

Line of Interaction

Line of Visibility
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Advisor selection informs the 
rest of a client’s experience at the 

bank, but is basically left up to 
chance.

What if we found a better way to 
match clients with advisors?

To what extent is client’s invest-
ments based on their worldview? 

How can that worldview be 
brought into the investment sales 

process?

How tailored do alerts need to 
be? How can you optimize the 

division of work between the CA 
and the software?

How much influence does  
outside news have on client  

decisions?

Clients can’t make an  
investment immediately after they 

make the decision?

Could the process be shortened?

Digital team and 
app development

Digital team and 
app development

Digital team and 
app development

Client advisor  
dashboard Security policies

Database of verified 
client phone num-

bers

Client advisor  
dashboard

Regulation compli-
ance policies

Do clients fully 
understand the 
risk involved?

Is there a way 
to make it more 

tangible?

This risk disclaimer is 
required.

Could it take a differ-
ent format?

Is this personal information 
readily available to the client?

Dashboard isn’t available to the 
CA when out of the office.

Would it be useful for giving ad-
vice?

Clients may not use app because 
it is too difficult to log in to

How can it be secure and easily 
accessible?

Clients may skip the app because 
they can’t make investments from 

it themselves

Service blueprint—Ongoing client relationship
A service blueprint outlines the different layers of activities that go into the delivery of a service. They can be used to describe existing and new services. This blueprint dis-
plays the client experience as it is, with insights into where it can be optimized.

Read about changes 
to market

In external financial news

Get alert of changes 
to market

On phone or in email

Log in to app
Read full alert

See actions client  
advisor recommends

Review portfolio and 
bank insights

Look at different investments, 
and overall allocation. Then 
read articles in bank library.

Decide to change 
investments

Cannot do from within app, so 
call client advisor

Answer call  
from client on mobile

Explain implications 
of market changes

Log into online app
Check implications for  
personal investment

Choose to change 
investment

Call client advisor on 
their mobile phone

Discuss changes  
to market

Ask for the client advisor’s 
advice and opinion

Make transaction

Choose to invest in 
new product
Tell client advisor

Answer phone
Give personal  
information to  
verify identity

Listen
Confirm that investment  

details are correct

Confirm  
understanding  

of risk
End call

Client

Secretary

Call client to confirm 
investment decision Verify client’s identity Explain transaction  

to client

Explain risk  
associated with  

transaction

Confirm completion  
of transaction

On the way to  
a meeting with  
another client

  Client advisor

Newspaper 
Online news Online appMobile appAlert

Line of Interaction

Line of Visibility
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Tell client to wait for 
call back

Prepare client’s  
investment

As per CA’s verbal instruction

Ask secretary to  
confirm investment

Tell her to call client  
and make transaction

Tailor advice to client
based on daily information from 

bank central

Internal market  
perspective

Global market  
monitoring

Security policies and 
procedures

May skip online app

Continues with 
advice and in-

vestment

Video call  
client advisor

Through app

Service blueprint - ongoing engagement

Service blueprint - first encounter
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KEYWORDS:

Effortless Decisions 
Time is Money
Smart Life
Trust in Others 
Delegate
One-Click
Family time
Me time

1980

2015

Causes

• Interfaces predict what you want to do, and change 
to make it easier for you

• Tech takes over entire processes, and uses less 
‘formal’ types of input ‒ for example walking into a 
room turns on the lights

• Delegating decisions to machines
• Artificial intelligence taking over certain processes
• Pairing intangible services with physical objects
• Amazon’s dash button

Trend #12

Decision-free 
Life

In an age where messages can be received from around 
the globe in fractions of a second making us potentially 
the most efficient version of humans to date, it’s ironic 
that time has become more important than ever. Wash 
dishes, pick up dry cleaning, ironing, etc. - we don’t 
have time for these menial tasks anymore so we dele-
gate. Services, apps, the traditional personal assistant, 
all take care of the small things we need to keep our 
lives running smoothly, because we’re all important 
now, plus we’d rather be playing Candy Crush.

Feelings

• Understood—in the sense that 
they need to prioritize (UBS 
can help them do that)

• At Ease/Relaxed—that there is 
a ‘friend’ out there to help

• Happy—that they have the 
time to do what is most import-
ant to them

• Empowered—to delegate stuff

• Freeing up time—for the 
more important things in their 
life

Needs

• Peace of Mind—in a world 
that offers so much and so 
many things are expected of 
you

• Quality time—for themselves 
and the loved ones

• Stress-free Life—Where 
‘friends’ are always there for 
you

Opportunities

• ‘On-demand’—easy access 
- through digital services for 
example

• ‘No hassle’—quick and effi-
cient services

• Co- Create—‘If you want you 
can do it yourself ’ - option 
to get people involved in the 
process

• Efficiency—to help you focus 
on the more important things 
in your life

Real example

Description of  
phenomenon

Keywords

How the trend is affecting people

Possible drivers

Trend trajectory

Trend analysis excerpt

What will the future look like?  
We identified 17 trends and an-
alyzed their cultural roots and 
potential implications for financial 
services.
Because the project took a future-oriented perspec-
tive, we felt it was important to understand how 
lifestyles and technology would change in the com-
ing years. We conducted a trend study, identifying 
sixteen current trends which we believe will affect 
the coming 3-5 years.

Better for  
everyone

The new face of 
China

Shrinking  
families

Casualization

Local DNA

Rockstar  
founders

Work for you, 
not the money

Solid chocolate 
easter bunnies

Authenticity

Authentic value

Meaningful work

Empowerment

Shared value-creation

Cultural identity

You, I, everyone 
knows every-

thing

Suits in high 
heels

Being instead of 
having

Access and experiaence

Big data knows 
everything about 

you

Social media 
fame

Pocket con-
cierge

Decision-free 
life

Shared universal 
toolbox

Immersed in 
digital

Digital-enabled lives

Authentic value

Information glut

Trend map
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We found three areas where  
innovation is needed. First, wealth 
management is meaningless for 
millennials. Second, millennials 
don’t trust the same way banks do. 
Third, millennials don’t like advice 
if they don’t fully understand it for 
themselves.
The bank couldn’t give us access to real customers 
due to the confidential nature of wealth manage-
ment, so we had to get creative to understand their 
experience. Rather than observing real meetings, 
we set up mock on-boarding and review meetings. 
In them, members of the design team impersonated 
our personas, and were led through the process 
by experienced client advisors. We added further 
depth by interviewing a bunch of bank stakehold-
ers, and reviewing training materials. Together, 
we gained a solid understanding of how the bank 
structures client interactions, and how clients might 
feel about them.

At this point, we had enough information to iden-
tify spaces for innovation. We selected eight, and 
with the help of our bank counterparts, selected 
three to pursue: meaning, trust, and education.

Business challenge

Just listening to financial advice isn’t 
enough, they need to really get it. 

Millennials want a sense of

Mastery

Transparency

Community

Empowerment

Understanding

Millennials don’t believe what 
they don’t understand for 
themselves, and they just don’t 
understand wealth management.

EDUCATION

Authenticity

Community

Unguardedness

Belonging

Transparency

Millennials want a sense of

Business challenge

Many of the values that millennials trust
 contradict how financial services work

Millennials trust transparency 
and unscriptedness. How can 
that mesh with wealth manage-
ment?

TRUST

Identity

Responsibility

Purpose

Balance

Acceptance

Millennials want a sense of

Millennials want everything 
they do to be meaningful, and 
wealth management is too 
abstract to mean anything to 
them.

MEANING

Business challenge

It’s difficult to invest in what they 
understand and care about.

Innovation opportunities identification

Client meeting role play
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To provoke a conversation  
around wealth management, we 
creaed four experimental service 
prototypes and tested them with 
eight representative clients.
Rather than prototyping realistic services, we 
built tools that could incite a critical discussion 
about wealth management. Presenting radical new 
approaches to wealth management in read-aloud 
scripts helped us pick apart which parts of the expe-
rience were most important to them. Using a low-fi-
delity paper interface, we tested the boundaries of 
clients’ trust. Presenting them with fictional invest-
ment options and perks helped us identify to what 
degree investment decisions are swayed by personal 
interests. And giving them a mock course-catalog 
helped us identify what parts of the service they 
don’t understand and feel vulnerable about.

We harvested the few high net worth individuals in 
our personal networks to run the prototypes with, 
eight people overall. The prototypes were incredibly 
useful for evoking conversations. In the end we got 
the answers we wanted, and a lot more between the 
lines. We processed all of the information, individ-
ually and as a group to identify needs and interests 
around which our concept was structured.

Prototype Interviews

Questions that prototypes were built to answer
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Client needs analysis

Insights extracted from individual interviews

We found that millennial clients 
core motivation is to find their 
purpose.
Over and over again in our prototype sessions, we 
encountered millennials scrambling to find their 
own personal purpose. They understood that they 
could use their money to pursue those ambitions, 
but lacked clarity on what to pursue.
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We proposed five touchpoints 
that enable millennials to find their 
purpose through investment.
Our service offering focuses on helping clients to 
identify and fulfill their purpose through wealth 
management. Clients use a digital tool to sort 
through and identify their interests. Onboarding 
meetings look more like co-creation sessions, where 
the client and advisor work together to identify a 
client’s purpose, and structure goals around it.

Digital tool design
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How was the exhibition? 
Interested in having a talk 

about investments into tex-
tile and luxury industries?

It was great! 
Yes, give me a call 

on Tuesday.

There’s an exhibition in town 
about a historic couturier. 

I can get you tickets. 
Are you interested?

Definitely!

After

Ongoing engagement design

Investments

Personal Interests

Impacts
TUGEKE WATERSHED 
IMPROVEMENT BOND

          Protects the Tugeke 
area watershed an important mountain 
wildlife and recreation area which pro-
vides water to the metropolitan area.

We structured the investment 
experience around supporting 
millennials to explore and engage 
with their purpose.
Clients can connect with experts in the fields they 
are interested in who help them build strategies to 
delve into those areas through their investment. Af-
ter showing interest in green energy, a client may be 
presented with stocks in a chemical business critical 
for battery production, government-issued green 
energy bonds, or private equity investments into a 
solar energy startup.

Ongoing customer engagement is also structured 
around these interests, by creating occasions for 
investing. Clients who’ve showed interest in fashion 
might be invited to a documentary about a famous 
couturier. Then prompted about investment into 
the textile and luxury industries afterwards.

Portfolio composition design
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Discipline  Brand strategy, web and graphic design

Year  2006-2013

Client  International Human Dimensions Programme,  
at the United Nations University

Case Study

International Human  
Dimensions Programme
During my seven year tenure at the United Nations University, I shaped all aspects 
of this social science research organization’s identity and digital presence.

In academic spheres, the term human dimensions is 
synonymous with the high-caliber work of the IH-
DP’s social and environmental scientists. I leveraged 
the brand recognition this phrase carries, to design 
the programme’s identity. 
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What does the website need  
to achieve?
Asked to redesign the website, I began by truly 
understanding what worked and what didn’t with 
the old website, and what the new site needed to 
accomplish for the programme. 

I identified a number of issues and opportunities, 
and from there, set out to apply my findings to the 
website strategy, information architecture, content 
strategy, navigation and page design of the new site.
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Making the collaboration work
One of our big challenges was programming. We 
had the unique requirement of working with a con-
tent management system developed by an in-house 
team. This meant I could include even the smallest 
details of the front- and backend in my planning. 

Previous collaborations with the development team 
had been painful. My vision wasn’t being imple-
mented, my boss was unhappy with the timeline, 
and our programmers felt overworked and mis-
understood. To make sure this collaboration was 
a success, I worked with them from the beginning 
to discuss their capabilities. Then I structured my 
plans around them. I learned CSS and pulled out 
my latent HTML skills to deliver rough plans first, 
then HTML framework comps, then finalized CSS/
HTML comps. Using their language, and working 
with their needs and capabilities made a huge differ-
ence in the success of the project.
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Solving problems of navigation 
and content architecture
Moving in, out and around the layers of navigation 
had been problematic in the old website. For the 
new interface, I added breadcrumbs, nesting menus, 
and back and forth buttons, dramatically improving 
usability.

In the old site, our most popular sections—events 
and opening from the community—were hidden 
under layers of navigation. And the listings lacked 
structure making them hard to search. In the new, 
these listings moved to the homepage. We added 
tagging, by thematic area, type, location, and date to 
help users filter out information relevant to them.

Breadcrumbs

Thematic sorting

Call to action

Nested
section titling

Nested navigation

1

2

3

Rough navigation wireframes
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Modular column layout wireframes

Modular column layout wireframes

Standardizing and optimizing the 
common components and actions
Although we had standard layouts for common 
pages in the old site, we had to rebuild them from 
scratch each time we added a new entry. For the new 
site, I identified common page types, and built tem-
plates to streamline editing and ensure consistency. 

Our most time-consuming and frequent task had 
been updating links to industry news. For the new 
site, I conceptualized an input form that shortened 
editing from 1 hour daily to 5 minutes. It output the 
information to RSS, which let us automate a new 
email newsletter and social media updates from the 
information.

Reading Pages
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Calling attention to the  
programme’s thinking
Before, our site completely lacked any 
call-to-action. I identified key audiences, 
their specific needs, and how we wanted 
to engage them for the new site. We made 
sure the content they needed was there. 
And we put tailored calls-to-action front 
and center in the appropriate sections 
and in the navigation.

Perhaps most importantly, the content 
of our old site was not showing off our 
biggest asset: our thinking. I remedied 
this with the addition of a blog and corre-
sponding content strategy. We published 
research and commentary from our com-
munity of scholars, and leveraged these 
original pieces to populate the social 
media and email feeds. 
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Portfolio

Work Samples
I have experience working on a wide array of projects  
spanning the gamut of design, business and technology.
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FAQ page

Livechat box

Returns page

Social 
media posts

Promotion and
advertising
materials

AWARENESS PURCHASE

Website

Learn about Grana Browse website Add selection
to cart

Input shipping
and billing info Confirm order Coordinate 

delivery time Accept delivery Open box Try on clothes Decide to keep
or return Wear

If keep

If return Wash Throw away
(when worn out)

Look for 
return information

Coordinate return
shipping pick-up

Get refund minus
two shipping fees Reorder Identify problem Contact Grana Explain problem Negotiate

rectification Accept rectificationChoose style,
size and color

Grana Box
Inside wrapping

and cards

Clothing Clothing Grana Box
Refund 

confirmation
email

Website

Livechat box

Contact page

Website
Thank you card

Order 
confirmation

email

Livechat with 
customer

Customer service team

Post to
social media

Implement
advertising

Develop and maintain
email automation

Packaging design 
and production

Procure
shipping

Clothing design
and production

Maintain warehouse
and inventory

Marketing strategy Develop and maintain website

Develop
customer service

guidelines

Product
catalog

Shopping cart
technologySizing guidelinesLivechat

technology
Advertising

planning

Pop-up shop

Sales and service 
in pop-up shop

Process order 
and payment

Send confirmation
email Pull items Write thank you Print shipping label Pack Granabox Drop box to

shipping company

Livechat 
with customer

Livechat with customer

Rectify problem
as discussedRespond to email Call customer and discuss

Process returned 
merchandise into 
inventory system

Develop
return policy

Process 
payment return

Send confirmation
email

Pop-up planningSocial media
strategy

Physical
evidence

Customer
actions

Frontstage
actions

Backstage
actions

Support
Processes

Sizing informationLivechat box Shopping cart
window

Login window Check-out windowProduct catalog

Send confirmation
email

Wait 2-3 days

Develop
customer service

guidelines

Develop and maintain website

Livechat
technology

Contact
page

Whole Grana team

Marketing team Marketing team

Marketing team

Marketing team Customer service team Customer service team

Marketing teamGraphic designer and web development team

Customer service team

Customer service team Customer service team Customer service team Customer service team Customer service team

Customer service team

Management

Customer service team Customer service teamCustomer service team

ManagementGraphic designerProduct
designer

Customer service / management

Launch and run
pop-up shop

Answer call and discuss

Maintain public 
communication

channels 
(email, phone, etc.)

FULFILMENT & DELIVERY RECEIVE CLOTHING PRODUCT LIFECYCLE RETURN & EXCHANGE SERVICE RECOVERY

Service blueprint

Tasked with conducting a service quality analysis 
of any company, we chose to turn classwork into 
a chance to meet and work with a local startup, 
Grana. Together with the co-founder we created a 
service analysis for class and customer loyalty mon-
itoring tools for the company.

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES

• Immersion research
• Stakeholder interviews
• Quantitative survey
• Service blueprinting
• Business model canvas

• Service assessment
• ServQual framework
• Benchmarking
• Competitive analysis

Service quality 
at Grana

Discipline  Service quality assessment

Year  2015

Team  Lu Huang, Stewart Zhao, and Kitty Lam

Client  Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Survey design Using brand languageFour short surveys with five questions each 
clustered around customer life cycle phases

Website experience

Post-delivery

Lasting impression

Customer service

Ease-of-useLoad time Product infoProduct selectionSecurity

Product qualityDelivery smooth and punctual AccuracyLoyaltySatisfaction

HumannessBrand empathy Net promoterLoyaltyVisual appeal

Ability to resolveSpeed PersonalizationReturn processAccessibility
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Service Kiosk Design

Water doesn’t need to be  
portable if it’s available when  
and where you need.
Our concept gives customers a way to quenching 
their thirst that isn’t bottled water: a dense network 
of kiosks that distribute water in small reusable cups 
for immediate consumption. 

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES

• System mapping
• Service blueprint
• Service prototyping
• Story boarding

• User interviews
• I-methodology
• Extreme user research

System Map

Service concept

User research

Cups, not bottles
Discipline  Product-service system design

Year  2015

Team  Emily Yang, Stan Lee, J.P. Park, and Jane Chen

Client  Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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Prototype design

Service concept

We delved into the culture of fam-
ily dinner in Hong Kong to design 
a service that makes fast, healthy 
food from mom’s recipes.
Famili is a service system built around family 
dinners. It lets families share meals—not just rec-
ipes—through the Internet. Famili then compiles 
and delivers custom ready-to-cook ingredient kits. 
Recipients cook up the pre-prepped ingredients 
into a fresh meal.

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES

• Cultural probes
• Card-sorting
• In-situ user interviews
• VALS assessment
• Service concept

• Network mapping
• Product prototype
• App design

Famili

Market positioning

Step 1

Mom goes online 
to input recipe

Step 2

Famili preps ingredients
according to her directions

Step 3

Son gets package and
cooks meal

In-situ interviews

Card sorting

Discipline  Service design and design research

Year  2014

Team  Flame Wang and Nick Wang

Client  Hong Kong Polytechnic University
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A better clothing solution for fraz-
zled new parents. Rents bundles of 
simple clothes and provides per-
fect service.
Good Kids is a startup concept for the Hong Kong 
market. Through discussions with all the new 
parents around me, I built the service and business 
model. Then pushed and validated the concept 
further. Building balance sheets, a financial model, 
go-to-market strategy and in the end, a full business 
plan for my university’s business competition.

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES

• Market sizing
• Financial model
• Business plan
• Service design
• Service concept

• Service blueprint
• Business modeling
• Pricing strategy
• Balance sheets
• Roadmap

Good Kids

Service concept

Business model canvas

Discipline  Business design

Year  2015

Client  Hong Kong Polytechnic University Microfund Competition
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How do you get influential  
decision-makers to read your  
research? Make it palatable.
IHDP, a social science research programme, needed 
a platform to bring its thinking into the hands and 
minds of global policy makers. Scientists usually 
defer to dryly-written policy briefs and white papers 
to share their ideas. We chose to grab their attention 
with a publication that was made to actually be 
consumed, Dimensions, a visually and intellectual 
palatable magazine.

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES

• Translating compex 
concepts for broad 
audiences

• Publication planning

• Layout
• Illustration
• Infographics
• Distribution strategy

Dimensions
Magazine

Discipline  Publication design

Year  2012-2013

Team  Carmen Scherkenbach, Anne-Kathrin Raab

Client  International Human Dimensions Programme at the United 
Naations University
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